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Abstract. Conventionally, control signals fed to the PWM inverters are produced by electronic hardware or microprocessor. The cost and complexity 
of hardware implementation are considerable and control algorithms differ for PWM for different levels and topologies is proposed. On-line 
computation in the microprocessor approach is laborious and time-consuming. These two approaches seem impractical when they are applied to 
PWM multilevel inverter control. In this paper, programmed matrix PWM based on two dimensional addressing modes for FPGA memories can solve 
the problems mentioned above and provides easy, fast and steady control. Experimental results are carried out to confirm the high performance of 
the proposed embedded PWM. 
 
Streszczenie. W artykule zaproponowano programowalny macierzowy przekształtnik PWM bazujący na dwuwymiarowym adresowaniu pamięci 
FPGA. Otrzymano wbudowany moduł PWM znacznie prostszy od typowych rozwiazań. Dwuwymiarowo programowany macierzowy 
przekształtnik PWM wykorzystujacy układy FPGA 
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Introduction 

Since the concept of multilevel PWM converter was 
introduced, various modulation strategies have been 
developed and studied in detail, such as multilevel 
sinusoidal PWM, multilevel selective harmonic elimination, 
and space vector modulation. Among these strategies, the 
most widely used are the space vector PWM (SVPWM) [1], 
and the carrier-based PWM method. SVPWM and the 
carrier-based PWM method offer significant flexibility to 
optimize switching waveforms, but complexity and 
computational cost of traditional SVPWM and the carrier-
based methods techniques, increase with the number of 
levels of the converter, and most of all use trigonometric 
functions or pre-computed tables [2,3]. 

Many researches chose to implement PWM by digital 
signal processor (DSP) or microcontroller (MCU). This 
approach has the advantages of simple circuitry, software 
realization and flexibility. However, there are also several 
disadvantages [4].  As the levels of the inverter increase 
and the inverter structure becomes more complex, the 
programming of the corresponding PWM in the DSP or 
MCU becomes one of the most time-consuming tasks [5]. 

If the DSP or MCU is not able to provide enough on-chip 
peripherals, such as comparators and dead-time controllers 
to support the PWM outputs, extra hardware circuits need 
to be designed to cooperate with the controller [6]. 

An attractive idea is to implement the PWM via an 
application-specific integrated circuit (ASIC). The field 
programmable gate array (FPGA) is a sub-class of ASIC 
controllers which provides characteristics such as fast 
prototyping, simple hardware and software design and 
higher switching frequency [7].FPGAs development 
reached a level of maturity that made them the choice of 
implementation in many fields [7,8].  

In this paper, a new method based on 2D addressing 
mode in a programmed matrix pulse width modulation 
(PMPWM) is proposed to control four-level inverter given by 
figure1. Matrix PWM algorithm is analyzed and 
implemented into FPGA memories based on a two 
dimensional addressing mode. This algorithm allows not 
only to control more and more switches in parallel of a three 
phase’s multilevel inverter, but it can solves the problems 
mentioned above and provides easy, fast and steady 
control 

The main objective of the FPGA- based 2D addressing 
mode in programmed matrix PWM is to produce the 
multilevel inverter control signals. Matrix PWM 
programming into addressable FPGA memories is 
developed as follows: each pulse is composed of several 
consecutive of '1' to represent its width. Times delays 
between pulses are represented by a concatenation of '0' , 
in this way digitized PWM patterns takes a matrix form,  
programmed and implemented into FPGA memories.  

As FPGA memories cells comprise as many rows as 
columns, in this case, a two dimensional addressing mode 
can be adopted for matrix PWM in FPGA memories, its 
advantage is that the same address rows can be used to 
identify successively the row then the column and if we 
want to reach the information stored in the same row, we 
need to send only the address of each column. This 
addressing mode allows to reduce the number of the logical 
gates allocated for the FPGA memories cells, consequently 
the congestion and time-consuming [9, 10]. 
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Fig. 1. Three-phase four- level inverter 
 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follow. In 
Section 2, we present the expression of the multilevel 
inverter output voltages. In Section 3, we develop the 
programmed matrix PWM algorithm based on two 
dimensional addressing mode. Simulation and experimental 
results are presented in section 4 and 5, respectively with 
some brief concluding remarks given in Section 6. 
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Four levels inverter output voltage expression 
In our paper we give a particular attention on the 

implementation of pulses widths modulation strategy control   
for a three-phase 4 levels inverter. Concerning the topology 
of this inverter, every phase is constituted of p=3 cells, 2 
flying capacitors and 6 power switches as shown in figure 1. 
Each two switches T(i,j) and T’(i,j) (i=1:3 is the  number of 
the phases; j=1: p is the number of commutations cells) 
have complementary control signals S(i,j) and S’(i,j) [11].  

The line-line output voltages VAB, VBC and VCA are given 
by: 
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where VT(i,j): is the voltage across the switch of jth cell of the 
ith phase. 

The per phase output voltage of the four-level inverter 
VAN,VBN and VCN, are expressed in terms of the  DC link 
voltage E, the  number of the commutation cells p and the 
switching function S(i,j) as:  
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  The simulation in MATLAB-SIMULINK of the 4 level 
inverter with PWM modulation control shows in figure 2 that 
the per phase output voltage waveform is optimized and 
formed of 4 levels voltages.  

 

 
Fig .2.  The per phase output voltage of the four levels inverter 

 
Matrix PWM algorithm based on two dimensional 
addressing mode 

In this section we develop the per phase programmed 
matrix PWM control of the four level inverter. For the digital 
conception, the programmed matrix PWM patterns are 
implemented into FPGA memories cells in a matrix form. 
The PWM patterns control of the 1st commutation cell of the 
four-level inverter are presented by the matrix [M1] given by 
equation (6) and implemented into FPGA memory. 
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    The PWM matrix memory [M1] is organised with n 
rows and 2n columns generates n different pulse width 
represents the different possible control signals of the first 
commutation cell and stored in the Integrated 
Programmable FPGA memory.  

To simplify [M1] calculation, n is selected such as: 

(7)                      
q     n  =  2 ;  q  7  

 
Where q is the number of the address inputs of the FPGA 
memory to be used. 

Each row of this matrix represents the commutation cell 
control signal and having TCLK_C  as duration. fclk_c is the 
obtained control signal frequency system by dividing the 
FPGA frequency clock based on programmed frequency 
divider. Thus, [M1] represents n PWM control signals. [M1] 
components are binaries digits. Each component is equal to 
‘’1’’ or ‘’ 0’’ .  Consequently the [M1] components given by 
equation (8) formed a triangle of 1 in the matrix [M1] and 
represents n different duty cycles. 

 

(8)                h  , n ( h -1 ) = 1   a   h 1  n   
 

                                              
In the same time interval, to create the matrixes [M2] and 

[M3] to control the 2cd and the 3rd commutation cell 
respectively, it is just enough to shift the matrix [M1] a third 
of row to the right to obtain [M2] and to the left to obtain 
[M3].  [M2] and [M3] components are given by equation 9 
and 10 respectively: 
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In this case, dimension of [M1] is given such as: 

 (11) 
q+1 q 2 2q+1Dim [M1]= Dim [M2]= Dim [M3]= 2n n =2 2 = 2n = 2    

                                
The matrix PWM algorithm development is summarized 

by the flow chart in figure 3 presented below. 
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Fig.3. Flow chart of the programmed matrix PWM 
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Fig.4. FPGA memory matrix addressing mode  
 

In matrix addressing mode, for q address input we 
obtain 2q row address at the decoder output. According to 

the address, the decoder activates one of the 2q rows. Thus 
only the cells corresponds to the required address are 
selected and the memorised information is then available at 
the output [12].In this case, since in matrix structure we 
have n rows and 2n columns, the total number of the logical 
gates (Nb_lg) is calculated as follow: 
 
(12)                q+1 q 2 2q+1 Nb_lg= 2n * n =2  * 2 = 2n = 2  
        

Figure 4, represents the logical gates organization in 
FPGA memory cell in a matrix addressing mode 
 
This simple architecture is not the most economic in term of 
number of logical gate, reason for which we passed to 
another mode called two dimensional matrix addressing 
mode, noted by 2D matrix addressing mode, presented by 
Figure 5 
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Fig.5. Programmed matrix PWM implemented into FPGA memories 
based on 2D addressing mode 
 

Based on this architecture which is called also X-Y 
mode, a significant economy can be achieved by organizing 
the FPGA memory cell in a matrix form, composed by n 
rows and 2n columns and of dimension 22q+1  in which each 
row of the 2q rows can be selected by q-bit address [13].   
As we want only at the output, words with 23 bits (8 bits), in 
this case, it is necessary to use 23 multiplexers. As result, 

multiplexer selects only one column from the 
1

2
3

2
2

2

q
q


   

columns.In this case, the logical gates (Nb_lg) to be used in 
2D addressing mode are calculated as follow: 
 

 

(13)        
q -2
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where nb_rows, nb_columns and nb_multiplixer are the 
number of the rows, the columns and the multiplexer 
respectively to be used.  
   System response time in matrix and in 2D addressing 
mode are denoted by tmatrix and t2D respectively, and  
calculated as follow: 
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As  result, the logical gates to be used in the matrix PWM 

based on 2D addressing mode represents 
12

3

q
   times less 

than it is used in the matrix one and time –consuming  in 2D 
addressing mode represents 8 times less than matrix 
addressing mode   

As  we fixed  in the experimental realization n= 128 and 

q= 7. In 2D mode the number of logical gates to be used is   

83
392

32768
  times less than that is used in the matrix one. 

The functional blocks of the PMPWM patterns 
generation circuit is shown in Figure 6. This schematic 
shows how to implement these programmed matrixes into 
FPGA memories based on two dimensional addressing 
mode to generate the single phase four-level inverter 
control signals. 
Matrix PWM control are clocked by the same 8-bit counter. 
Per phase, the PWM pulse patterns having n=128 different 
duties cycles ranging from 0% to 100% are implemented in 
FPGA memory cells. Each pattern is having a TCLk_C 

duration that’s corresponding to 2n=256 samples [14,15]. 
Matrixes PWM, Shift register, dead time block and D 

latch are programmed by using VHDL language to generate 
six control signals. Control signals are shifted a third of row 
of the programmed matrix. Complementary commutation 
cells are controlled by complementary control signals 
generated by the programmed D latch by taking into 
account of the dead time. The Dead Time logic block 
introduces a user defined dead time for the PWM signals in 
order to avoid the short circuit of the input voltage. This 
Block represents the last stage to generate the PWM based 
on 2D addressing mode for the four level inverter power 
switches control [16].  
   The only input of the FPGA application is the onboard 
50MHz clock signal from the FPGA circuit. Frequency 
divider with VHDL is used to synchronize the internal 
computations of the logic blocks [17]. 
Binary counter, Multiplexers, decoders and frequency 
divider are also programmed by using VHDL language. The 
frequency divider is programmed to generate control signal 

with fCLK_c=6.5kHz,(
_

_

1
CLK C

CLK C

f
T

 ) as a commutation 

cells switching frequency. 
 
Simulation results  

Based on Model Sim program, we present in figure 7, 
the simulation results of the PMPWM based on 2D 
addressing mode to control the six commutations cells of 
the single phase four-level inverter.   
 

 
 
Fig.7: Six control signals generated by PMPWM based on 2D mode 
 

Simulation results show that this algorithm generates all 
the necessary control signals for the four-level inverter 
commutation cells. Complementary commutation cells are 
controlled by complementary signals and dead time is 
taking into account in the complementary control signals 
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Fig.6. Synoptic of the FPGA-based 2D addressing mode in PMPWM for 4 levels inverter control 
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Hardware realization and experimental results 
The four- level inverter prototype has been realized by 

using the 800V, 7.8A MOSFET (IRF750) as switching 
devices. DC link voltage with middle point:E/2=60V, flying 
capacitors voltages values: Vc(1,1) =40V and Vc(1,2)=80V, 
output voltage frequency : f=50Hz,  8-binary counter 
frequency: fCLK_C= 6.5KHz, load resistance : R= 10hm, load 
inductance: L=0.5mH. 

The digital implementation of the control strategy and 
notably the pulse width modulation is done on a 
development card around the SPARTAN III XC3S200 
FPGA of Xilinx, including a 50MHz oscillator. 

 The Spartan III card delivers 18 control pulses (6 by 
phase), sent to the power switch. The control system 
(FPGA control card) is connected to the power devices via 
an interfacing card including galvanic isolation 
(optocouplers) and MOSFET(s) drivers. 

Figure 8, given below shows experimental control 
signals generated by the FPGA based on 2D addressing 
mode 

 

 
 
Fig.8. Photograph of the control signals generated by the FPGA 
based on PMPWM using 2D addressing mode 
 

Figure 9, figure 10 and figure 11 presented below show 
the experimental control signals generated based on FPGA    

 
 Figure.9. control signals  (S(1,1) and S’(1,1) ) of the   
complementary commutation cells (T(1,1)and T’(1,1)) 
 

                     
 

Figure.10. control signals (S(1,2) and S’(1,2))  of the 
complementary commutation cells (T(1,2) and  T’(1,2) ) 
 

According to figure 9, figure 10 and figure11, we can 
see clearly that complementary MOSFET(s) are controlled 
by complementary control signals and dead time is taking 
into account in experimental results. 

Figure 12 shows the realized experimental set-up to test 
the programmed matrix  PWM  based on 2D addressing 
mode, implemented into  FPGA to control the four levels 
inverter.  

           
Figure.11. control signals (S(1,3) and S’(1,3))  of  the 
complementary commutation cells (T(1,3) and  T’(1,3))  

 

 
 
Fig.12. Photograph of the Experimental Prototype of the FPGA  
based on 2D addressing mode to control the 4 level inverter 

Figure 13 shows the experimental flying capacitor 
voltages Vc(1,1) and Vc(1,2). It is clear that these two flying 
capacitors voltages are initially uncharged at the start up 
and they naturally evolve to their target operating voltages. 
These results confirm that the programmed matrix PWM 
modulator based on 2D addressing mode guarantees the 
natural balancing property of this inverter. 

 

 
Fig.13. Experimental Flying Capacitor Voltages Vc(1,1) and Vc(1,2) 

 
 

Fig.14.Experimental result of the per phase out put voltage 
waveform of the four-level inverter  
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The experimental result of the four-level inverter line to 
midpoint DC bus output voltage is given by figure 14. We 
can clearly see that the output voltage is formed by 
N=p+1=4 distinct voltage levels. In fact the experimental 
results confirm the high performances of the embedded 
programmed PWM to control of the 4 levels inverter.   

 
Conclusion 

The design of a high performance pulse width modulator 
is discussed. A prototype is built and tested. Simulation and 
experimental results are provided. Major features of the 
proposed configuration are summarized as fallows: 

FPGA-based programmed matrix PWM to control 
multilevel inverter is able to alleviate the burden of the 
Analogue one which is often used to execute the algorithm 
of great complexity. 

Basing on the concurrent behaviours of the 
programmable FPGA, high-speed input-output response 
enables a precise switching to reduce the harmonic in the 
multilevel output voltage content. 

FPGA-based 2D addressing mode in PMPWM, 
minimize the number of the logical gates and it occupies 
only 4% of the available FPGA ROM memory  

The proposed PMPWM controls a single phase four 
level inverter, but  its application can be extended to the 
multiphase case and the FPGA XC3S200 internal 
resources in terms of ROM memory are enough for the 
multiphase control 
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